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Abstract
This study investigates the effect of instructional design on (morpho)syntactic
complexity in second language (L2) writing development. We operationalised
instructional design in terms of task type and empirically based the investigation on a large subcorpus (669,876 writings by 119,960 learners from 128 tasks
at all Common European Framework of Reference for Languages levels) of the
EF-Cambridge Open Language Database (EFCAMDAT; Geertzen, Alexopoulou and Korhonen 2014).
First, the 128 task prompts were manually categorised for task type (e.g.
argumentation, description). Next, developmental trajectories of syntactic
complexity from A1 to C2 were established using a variety of global (e.g. mean
length of clause) and specific (e.g. non-third person singular present tense verbs)
measures extracted using natural language processing techniques. The effects
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of task type were analysed using the categorisation from the first step. Finally,
tasks that showed atypical behaviour for a measure given their task type were
explored qualitatively.
Our results partially confirm earlier experimental and corpus-based studies
(e.g. subordination associated with argumentative tasks). Going beyond, our
large-scale data-driven analysis made it possible to identify specific measures
that were naturally prompted by instructional design (e.g. narrations eliciting
wh-phrases). We discuss which measures typically align with certain task types
and highlight how instructional design relates to L2 developmental trajectories
over time.
keywords: task-based language teaching; learner corpus;
morphosyntactic complexity; natural language processing;
computational linguistics

Introduction
In recent years, second language (L2) learners worldwide have started using
online language learning materials. Both public and commercial language
schools are nowadays providing L2 lessons via digital tools and online
learning platforms (Benson and Reinders 2011). Often, L2 learners using
these online resources will submit their written/spoken task performances
to receive feedback. Combined into a learner corpus, these L2 samples can
become treasure troves for researchers interested in Instructed Second
Language Acquisition (ISLA; Loewen 2015), given that these samples
come from learners all over the world who have been working on the same
set of learning activities at different proficiency levels. Drawing on natural
language processing (NLP) techniques, analyses of these large corpora
(e.g. Alexopoulou et al. 2017) can provide insights into the interplay of
language development and instructional design over time, overcoming
the limitations of smaller scale, one-off empirical investigations typically
used in ISLA research (Meurers and Dickinson 2017). In addition, taking
instructional design (e.g. features of the tasks L2 users were working on)
as a starting point when exploring a wide range of measures in these kinds
of corpora can target limitations in learner corpus research (LCR), where
corpora typically consist of a large set of similar texts (e.g. argumentative
essays), and where investigations often focus on error analyses.
The current study aims to address the shortcomings of both ISLA and
LCR, and merge their strengths by investigating written production in
the EF‐Cambridge Open Language Database (EFCAMDAT; Geertzen,
Alexopoulou and Korhonen 2014). EFCAMDAT gives access to 1.2 million
scripts written by more than 120,000 learners of English working on 128
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different writing tasks spread over sixteen proficiency levels from A1
to C2 according to the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR). Using NLP analyses integrated into the Common Text
Analysis Platform (CTAP) system (Chen and Meurers 2016) to extract a
broad set of measures of linguistic complexity, we explore how instructional design, here operationalised as the effect of task type, might explain
variability in (morpho)syntactic complexity identified in the EFCAMDAT.

Integrating ISLA, L2 writing research, LCR and NLP
The field of ISLA has started to emancipate itself from SLA, as it specifically wishes to ‘understand how the systematic manipulation of the mechanisms of learning and/or the conditions under which they occur enable
or facilitate the development and acquisition of an additional language’
(Loewen 2015:2). Several outlets of academic work in ISLA have emerged,
including textbooks (e.g. Loewen 2015), handbooks (e.g. Loewen and Sato
2017; Sato and Loewen 2019) and the current journal.
The present study forms part of this joint endeavour to give insights into
how instructional design might shape L2 development with a specific focus
on syntactic complexity. We use task type as a proxy to study instructional
design. Specifically, we aim to investigate which task type characteristics
prompt what kind of language use in writing as gauged using measures of
(morpho)syntactic complexity.
Investigating effects of task type on learner language has been a fruitful
line of research, given that it has the potential to inform language pedagogy and assessment alike. Specifically, achieving a better understanding
of the complex relationship between task type (input) and learner language
(output) can give important insights into how individual task design features and sequencing tasks according to developmental patterns might
support language learning (Baralt, Gilabert and Robinson 2014). It is also
important in terms of assessment to understand what language a specific
task type might typically elicit in order to allow learners to demonstrate
their full potential in their L2 and to increase the validity of assessment
tasks.
Most research into L2 instructional design has drawn on smaller scale
empirical studies, often comparing one or more experimental groups to a
control group, with a limited number of participants (see studies reported
by Nassaji 2016; Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki and Kim 1998). Usually, these
investigations focus on learners at a single proficiency level or compared
one or two levels and targeted either a mix of L1 backgrounds or one or
two different groups of L1 speakers (see Ferris 1994, for an early exception).
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Yet, concerning effects of task manipulations, these size restrictions do not
allow us to ‘situate task effects within the proficiency trajectory and therefore better understand their impact on L2 development’ (Alexopoulou et al.
2017:5). In line with Vyatkina, Hirschmann and Golcher (2015), we would
argue that investigating large-scale corpora of learner language using NLP
can overcome size and conceptual challenges (Meurers and Dickinson
2017), in order to make it possible to investigate how instructional design
might affect the language used by learners. To build on the different strands
of research, we briefly review each of them (i.e. ISLA, LCR, NLP) with a
focus on task type effects in writing, given the focus of this paper.
The role of instructional design for L2 writing

Manchón (2011) sees writing as an important site for L2 learning, given
that composing a text pushes learners to produce output in their L2 (Swain
and Lapkin 2002) and thus allows learners to practise and promote their
grammar and vocabulary knowledge. The combination of a slower speed
of processing and the permanence of the written output enables learners to draw their attention to language form, which in turn helps them to
build refined form–meaning connections and, as a consequence, supports
L2 development (Cumming 1990; Williams 2012). Crucially, as Lee and
Polio (2017:303) argue: ‘If writing facilitates SLA, we should understand
how writing prompts or tasks affect written language production.’ Over
the years, a body of research has increased our understanding of the link
between instructional manipulations and learner texts (e.g. Byrnes, Maxim
and Norris 2010; see also Lee and Polio 2017, for a recent review).
In particular, task type has been demonstrated to affect learner language, mostly linguistic complexity, in the context of ISLA (e.g. Kormos
2011; Kuiken and Vedder 2008; Way, Joiner and Seaman 2000; Yoon and
Polio 2017), computer-assisted language learning (e.g. Quixal and Meurers
2016) and language assessment (e.g. Biber, Gray and Staples 2014; Hinkel
2009; Weigle 2002). For example, argumentative tasks have been found to
elicit syntactically more complex language than narratives (Lu 2011; Polio
and Yoon 2018; Vyatkina 2012), while descriptive tasks favour the use of
simple that-complement structures (Crossley and McNamara 2014; see
studies in a special issue edited by Connor-Linton and Polio 2014). Using
more specific measures, Frear and Bitchener (2015) revealed more adverbial clauses (but not adjectival or nominal clauses) in argumentative than
in narrative texts. In line with this earlier work, we aim to substantiate findings on task type effects on written learner language, drawing on a large
learner corpus.
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Corpus-based studies into L2 writing

Similar to ISLA, learner corpus research (LCR) nowadays has its own
journal, handbooks by major publishers (Granger, Gilquin and Meunier
2015; Tracy-Ventura and Paquot, in preparation) and several dedicated
edited volumes and special issues (e.g. Brezina and Flowerdew 2017;
Rebuschat, Meurers and McEnery 2017). One current limitation of corpusbased work is that only a limited number of studies has taken ISLA into
account. For example, many studies using corpora of L2 writing rely on
essays of one specific genre (Bulté and Housen 2014; Connor-Linton and
Polio 2014; Crossley and McNamara 2014; focusing on descriptive essays).
However, not exploring differences between text genres, effects of task type
or other aspects of the instructional prompt is likely to give a biased picture
of what L2 writers can do and/or how they develop, given that the corpus
may not be representative (Gablasova, Brezina and McEnery 2017a). In
this line of study, Gablasova et al. (2017a:140) and Lu (2011) call for more
attention to ‘context-related factors’, such as focus of task instructions or
task input that affect the occurrence and frequency of a specific target
feature or syntactic complexity score in a corpus.
Only a handful of corpus-based works acknowledge that instructional
design – for example, a task learners received when producing language
samples that eventually entered a corpus – may impact the type of language that can be examined using corpus techniques (e.g. Gablasova et
al. 2017b; Meurers 2015; Ott, Ziai and Meurers 2012; Tracy-Ventura and
Myles 2015; Vyatkina 2012). For L2 writing, Lu (2011) investigated different syntactic complexity measures in argumentative vs narrative essays and
found generally higher complexity scores in argumentative writing. Within
argumentative essays, topics requiring justification elicited more subordination and global sentence complexity (Yang, Lu and Weigle 2015), while
essays on a topic not asking for causal reasoning (cf. Robinson 2001) were
characterised by elaboration within the clause (e.g. complex noun phrases).
More recently, Alexopoulou and co-workers (2017) showed that task type
(narration vs description) influences global as well as specific measures of
syntactic, lexical and discourse complexity. For example, narrative tasks
at the B1 level of the CEFR yielded higher numbers of subordination and
wh-phrases, and higher local and global argument overlap than descriptive
tasks. By contrast, descriptive tasks elicited many adjectives and past tense
verb forms. Within narratives, an instructional unit focusing on past tense
unsurprisingly triggered high numbers of past tense verbs, while a prompt
focusing on the present tense yielded a high frequency of third person -s.
Similarly, Alexopoulou et al. (2015) could identify a high number of formulaic sequences that were lifted from the task prompts.
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While more work is needed on task effects in L2 corpora, controlling for
different contextual factors when extracting measures of linguistic complexity from large corpora can prove challenging. In particular, corpora
that are collected in an educational context, such as EFCAMDAT, raise
the fundamental question of how to identify and interpret the data, given
the many interacting linguistic, instructional and learner factors (see
Alexopoulou et al. 2017, for a discussion).
Measuring linguistic complexity of L2 writing using NLP methods

The complexity of the language produced by second language learners has systematically been analysed since the 1990s as part of the triad
complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) to capture the development of
second language proficiency (Bulté and Housen 2012, 2018; Michel 2017;
Norris and Ortega 2009; Pallotti 2015; Polio and Park 2016; Skehan 2009;
Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki and Kim 1998; and references therein). Recently,
the automatic analysis of written language using NLP methods has made
it possible to compute many of the complexity measures discussed in the
literature automatically (Graesser et al. 2004; Kyle 2016; Lu 2010; Vajjala
and Meurers 2012, 2014), with several tools being made freely available
to researchers without requiring programming expertise, such as CohMetrix (Graesser et al. 2004),1 the L2 Syntactic Complexity Analyzer (Lu
2010),2 the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Syntactic Sophistication
and Complexity (TAASSC; Kyle 2016)3 and the Common Text Analysis
Platform (CTAP; Chen and Meurers 2016)4 for English and other languages
(e.g. T-Scan for Dutch; Pander Maat et al. 2014).5
At the conceptual level, the valid interpretation of NLP results still
requires a sound understanding of the underlying analyses and models
(see Alexopoulou et al. 2017; Meurers and Dickinson 2017), also taking
into account the fact that the NLP tools are all based on models of wellformed, native English texts. A first analysis of the reliability and validity of
such automated analysis is provided by Polio and Yoon (2018). The present
study builds on these earlier achievements.
Research questions

Given the nature and limitations of the earlier research discussed above,
this study pursues the following broad research question:
What effects of task type can we identify in a large corpus of learner writings
across proficiency levels?
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More specifically, we examine how a large set of almost 600 measures
of complexity might pattern and develop over proficiency levels in the
EFCAMDAT corpus by assigning the full set of 128 tasks to six different
task types. We thereby extend the work of Alexopoulou et al. (2017), who
inspected a smaller set of six tasks (two narratives, descriptions and professional tasks each) within the same corpus using a smaller set of global and
specific measures. To remain within the scope of the current special issue,
this paper will focus on (morpho)syntactic measures only.

Method and design
Data

The current study draws on learner data from EFCAMDAT, an open‐access
corpus available at http://corpus.mml.cam.ac.uk/efcamdat2 consisting of
written assignments submitted to Englishtown, the online school of EF
Education First. The curriculum of Englishtown covers all proficiency levels
from A1 to C2 spread over sixteen EF levels. Each EF level contains eight
instructional units, at the end of which learners perform a free writing task
where they respond to a task prompt without being instructed on the linguistic form(s) to use.6 EFCAMDAT is a collection of the writings submitted to those prompts ranging from A1 to C2 level. Accordingly, there are
128 distinct writing tasks and the second version of EFCAMDAT contains
1,180,309 individual scripts written by 174,743 learners. For the current
study, we worked with a subcorpus that consisted of 669,876 writings by
119,960 learners.7 Texts varied in length from 20–40 words (lower levels)
to 150–180 words (higher levels).
Task type

The 128 writing tasks were coded by a linguistically trained research assistant for task type. The categorisation was theoretically informed by earlier
research into task genre and task type (e.g. Byrnes, Maxim and Norris 2010;
Foster and Skehan 1996; Yoon and Polio 2017) and extended by emerging
categories. This resulted in the following types: argumentation, description, instruction, narrative; and two emergent categories: comparison and
list/form. The emergent category of ‘comparison’ was added, given that
the instructional prompts of these tasks in EFCAMDAT explicitly asked
to compare or evaluate two or more options (see example, Table 1). These
tasks were deemed different from, for example, an argumentative task,
where a comparison is not always needed. Similarly, the category ‘list/form’
was added, because some task prompts specifically prompted learners to
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Table 1: Task types.
Task type

Example instruction/prompt

Argumentation

The manager [...] has asked you to write him an email outlining why you think
you are suitable for the job. Write a convincing email as to why you are the
perfect candidate.

Description

Read the notes on a survey. Write up the findings of the survey.

Instruction

Jane is lost and needs more directions to get to your house. Use the map to
reply to her text message.

Narrative

You decide to enter a story-writing competition. Read about the details on
the website and write your entry.

Comparison

Write a short report comparing the three robots for the web-based magazine.

List/form

You want to plan your future. […] Make a list of things you should do to
improve your CV.

make a list or fill in a form and the language produced upon such a prompt
consisted indeed of a (bullet-pointed) list or single-word items.
The first author checked all the codings and made adjustments as necessary. Accordingly, the corpus consists of twenty-one argumentative, sixtynine descriptive, fourteen instructive, ten narrative and five comparative
tasks, respectively, plus nine tasks asking for a list or form to be filled out.
See Table 1 for example prompts for each task type.
Measures of complexity and data analysis

Based on the NLP methods computing a wide range of complexity measures
originally developed by Vajjala and Meurers (2012, 2014) and extended for
CTAP (Chen and Meurers 2016), we extracted 571 measures of linguistic
complexity covering elaborateness and variedness of the linguistic system
at all levels of modelling, language use and human sentence processing
complexity.
Next, we performed a quantitative analysis of the corpus data and identified those complexity measures whose values differed across task types. More
specifically, we first excluded the twenty complexity measures where the most
frequent value, typically a 0, occupied 95% or more cases. For each remaining
complexity measure, we then quantified the effect of task type on the complexity value by comparing two generalised additive mixed models (GAMM;
Murakami 2016; Wieling 2018) built with the ‘mgcv’ package (Wood 2017)
in R; one with task type as a predictor and one without. The observational
unit was the individual writing in the corpus, and the baseline model predicted the values of the target complexity measure as a function of non-linear
proficiency smooth, by-nationality random intercepts and by-task random
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intercepts. Proficiency was operationalised as the Englishtown unit (1–128),
and the smooth term was specified with a thin plate regression spline.
We then built another model that included all the variables above and
task type, which allowed the absolute value of each complexity measure to
vary across task types. In order to quantify the importance of task type, the
standard deviation (SD) of by-task random intercepts (i.e. remaining variability across tasks) was estimated using the getSD.gam function8 (Wieling
et al. 2014). Next, we examined the extent to which task type decreases the
SD of the by-task random-intercepts by comparing the baseline model and
the model with task type. This is akin to looking into the change in the coefficient of determination (R2) in multiple regressions as predictors are added
to the model (although we only focus on variability across tasks rather
than variability across writings). For instance, the SD of by-task random
intercepts of the ‘type frequency of past tense verb forms’ in the baseline
model was 2.21, and it decreased to 1.68 when task type was entered into
the model. This suggests that task type explained 24% ((2.21 – 1.68) / 2.21
= 0.24) of the variability across tasks. Finally, we excluded measures that
correlated highly (i.e. r ≥ 0.80) with another measure with larger explained
variance because they presumably measure the same construct.
Qualitative explorations

After identifying the general patterns in the data quantitatively, we closely
examined atypical tasks to better understand why some individual tasks
might behave differently than the general pattern of their task type would
predict. More specifically, we first computed the mean residual (i.e. the difference between the predicted and observed values) in each of the twenty
complexity measures where task type explained the largest variance. Next,
we identified five tasks with the smallest mean absolute residuals (i.e. tasks
that behave as predicted by the model) and five tasks with the smallest/
largest mean residuals, respectively (i.e. tasks with atypically low or high
scores).

Results
To allow direct comparisons with earlier work on EFCAMDAT, we first
review the global and specific measures explored by Alexopoulou et al.
(2017) before we report on data-driven measures that emerged from
the current analyses and focus on writings elicited by atypical tasks (see
Appendix 1 for further illustrations). We thereby limit ourselves to measures of (morpho)syntactic complexity, in order to stay within the scope of
this thematic issue.
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Table 2: Morphosyntactic measures taken from Alexopoulou et al. (2017).
Global measures

Specific measures

• Mean length of T-unit (MLT)

• Number of complex noun phrases/clauses

• Mean length of clause (MLC)

• Number of wh-phrases per sentence

• Number of dependent clauses/T-unit

• Use of past tense verbs
• 3rd person singular present tense verbs

Measures identified earlier for EFCAMDAT

Following Alexopoulou and associaties (2017), we explored three global
and four specific measures, which are shown in Table 2.
Global measures

Figure 1(A) shows the developmental trajectory of the three global measures for the different task types from Englishtown levels 1 (A1) to 16 (C2).
Figure 1(B) shows the relative value of complexity measures in each task
type after partialling out proficiency and nationality effects. Table 3 shows
the results of the pairwise comparison between the five task types in each

Figure 1: (A) Development of global complexity measures in each task type. The grey
band represents bootstrap-based 95% confidence intervals of the mean. CEFR levels
to EF mapping: A1 = 1–3, A2 = 4–6, B1 = 7–9, B2 = 10–12, C1 = 13–15, C2 = 16. (B) The
mean residual of each task type in each global complexity measure and its bootstrapbased 95% confidence interval. The residuals were calculated based on the model
predicting each complexity measure based on non-linear proficiency smooth and
nationality as a random-effects factor.
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Table 3: Pairwise difference between task types in each measure.
Measure

Difference between task types

Mean length of T-unit (MLT)

Instruction > Description

Mean length of clause (MLC)

Instruction > {Description, Argumentation}

Type frequency of base verb forms

{Instruction, Argumentation} > {Description, Narration,
Comparison}

Type frequency of modals

{Instruction, Argumentation} > {Description, Narration,
Comparison}
Description > Narration

Type frequency of non-3rd person
singular present verb forms

{Instruction, Description, Argumentation, Comparison}
> Narration
Argumentation > Description

Number of past tense verb forms

Narration > {Description, Instruction, Argumentation,
Comparison}

Type frequency of past tense verb forms Narration > {Description, Instruction, Argumentation,
Comparison}
Number of wh-phrases

Narration > {Description, Argumentation, Comparison}

Number of 3rd person singular
simple present verb forms

Comparison > Argumentation

Note: the pairwise comparison was performed by swapping the reference level of GAMMs and
examining relevant contrasts between the reference-level task type and the other task types. The
resulting p values were adjusted for multiple comparisons within each complexity measure using
Hommel’s (1988) method. No significant difference was observed between any pair of task types
in ‘dependent clause per T-unit’, ‘complex noun phrases per clause’, ‘wh-phrases per sentence’,
‘number of yes/no questions’, ‘mean length of sentences in syllables’, ‘number of fragment T-units’
and ‘complex noun phrases per T-unit’.

of the measures we discuss below. In the table, the task type on the left
marked a significantly higher value than that on the right. For instance,
for mean length of clause, instructive tasks resulted in higher values than
descriptive or argumentative tasks. However, there was no significant difference between descriptive and argumentative tasks, or between the task
type pairs involving the task types not included there (i.e. narrative and
comparison tasks).
Both Figure 1 and Table 3 indicate that, in MLT and MLC, instructive
tasks score high while descriptive tasks remain comparatively low, even
though there is growth over time. Instructive tasks elicit longer clauses
than argumentative tasks as well. Given that comparisons only appear as
a task type at the midpoint of the Englishtown levels (B1 level), the trajectory graph shows that they score relatively high on these measures (in
contrast to the average, which is low), with a peak around the C1 level.
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Figure 2: (A) Development of specific complexity measures in each task type. (B) The
mean residual of each task type in each specific complexity measure. See the caption
to Figure 1 for further details.

Narrative tasks remain low, but overall demonstrate a bumpy trajectory.
Towards higher proficiency levels, the lines for the different task types
seem to converge.
Looking at the ratio of dependent clauses, argumentative and comparative tasks on average elicit high scores, which seems to be fairly consistent
over time. The GAMM, however, does not support any significant difference between task types. From the point at which they appear (level 6),
narrative tasks also show higher scores while instructions and descriptions
start low and show developmental growth with some peaks and dips at
higher proficiency levels.
Specific measures

For specific measures, Figure 2(A) shows the developmental trajectories
(A1 to C2), while Figure 2(B) gives the relative position of task types for
each specific complexity measure (after controlling for proficiency and
nationality effects). The result of pairwise comparisons between task types
is presented in Table 3.
Top twenty data-driven measures identified in EFCAMDAT

From the large set of 571 measures available, we investigated for which
measure task type would reduce the largest amount of variability across
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Figure 3: Top 20 complexity measures whose variability was decreased by task
type. SynNYesNoQuestions = number of yes/no questions; SynRatioMSLSyllables =
mean length of sentences in syllables; SynNFragmentTunits = number of fragment
T-units; NTypesVBD = type frequency of past tense verb forms; SynNWhPhrases =
number of wh-phrases; SynRatioMLT = mean length of T-units; SynRatioMLC = mean
length of clauses; NTokensVBD = number of past tense verb forms; SynRatioCNperT
= complex noun phrase per T-unit; SynRatioCNperC = complex noun phrase per
clause; NTypesMD = type frequency of modals; NTokensWP = number of whpronouns; NTokensNNS = number of plural nouns; NTypesVBP = type frequency
of non-third person singular present verb forms; LexSophBNCSophTTRAIIWords =
type-token ratio calculated on the words that are not in the most frequent 2000
words of the British National Corpus; SYN_numWHPsPerSen = number of whphrases per sentence; LexSophBNCSophTTRNouns = type-token ratio calculated on
the nouns that are not in the most frequent 2000 words of British National Corpus;
LexSophBNCEasyLogTTRAdverbs = log(type frequency) / log(token frequency),
calculated on the adverbs that are in the most frequent 1000 lemmas in British
National Corpus. NTypesVB = type frequency of base verb forms; NTypesRP = type
frequency of particles. Sophisticated words = outside the most frequent 1000 words in
British National Corpus; Easy words = within the most frequent 1000 words.

tasks (in comparison to the GAMM without task type). Figure 3 (see
caption for details about each measure) visualises the variability reduction
scores of the top twenty measures emerging from these data-driven explorations. Given the focus of this article, we will only discuss the (morpho)
syntactic measures. Accordingly, task type explained over 20% of the variance in syntactic measures such as the ‘number of yes/no questions’, the
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‘mean length of sentences in syllables’ and the ‘number of wh-phrases’ as
well as the ‘type frequency of past tense verb forms’. Close follow-up measures were ‘complex noun phrase per T-unit’, ‘modal verb types’, ‘number
of wh-pronouns’ and ‘type frequency of non-third person singular present
verb forms’ (i.e. first and second person forms).
Figure 4(B) shows the partial effects of task types on these top twenty
measures, while Figure 4(A) provides their trajectory per task type across
proficiency levels. In the following, we will highlight a couple of results
from either or both parts of Figure 4. We refrain from commenting on
those measures that are not (morpho)syntactic in nature, that yielded nonsignificant differences, or that are difficult to interpret without further
(qualitative) explorations. The results of pairwise comparison between task
types are shown in Table 3.
From the syntactic measures, the GAMM yields significant results
only for the ‘number of wh-phrases’, where narratives score higher than
descriptive, argumentative and comparison tasks – a reflection of the specific measure as a ratio per sentence described above. Only some specific
descriptive tasks at the B2/C1 level peak above narratives on this measure.
The ‘number of wh-pronouns’ shows a similar pattern.
From the verbal measures, ‘type frequency of past tense verb forms’
aligns with the token-based measure above, showing large fluctuations for
narratives despite being always higher than other task types. In both type
and token frequency, narrative tasks elicit significantly more frequent use
of past tense verb forms than any other task type. In contrast, the number
of types of non-third person present tense verbs identifies argumentative tasks in terms of average scores and peaks for instructions at the C1
level. The GAMM suggests that descriptive, instructive, argumentative
and comparison tasks elicit a wider variety (i.e. higher type frequency) of
‘non-third person singular present verb forms’ than narrative tasks, and
argumentative tasks elicit the higher type frequency of the feature than
descriptive tasks (t = 2.67, p = 0.008). The ‘number of modal verb types’
shows steady growth over time and identifies argumentative tasks and, at
higher levels, instructions. The GAMM indeed indicates that the ‘type frequency of modals’ is higher in argumentative and instructive tasks than
in comparison, descriptive and narrative tasks. The ‘number of types of
verbs in their base form’ is particularly high on average for argumentative, instructive and also descriptive tasks, which is reflected in the highest
scores for instructions across all proficiency levels, while descriptions elicit
these mainly at the C1 level. The GAMM shows that instructive and argumentative tasks lead to higher ‘type frequency of base verb forms’ than the
other three task types.

Figure 4: (A) Development of complexity measures in each task type. (B) The mean residual of each task type in each complexity measure.
See caption to Figure 1 for details.
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Qualitative analyses of atypical tasks

In general, task type explained substantial variance in our data set (e.g. use
of past tense verbs – 24%; use of present tense verbs that were not third
person forms – 14%). Interestingly, some individual tasks behaved very differently than expected based on their features. Below, we present example
scripts from two instructive tasks at level 3/A1 (tasks 4 and 7) that stood
out, because they reached much lower scores or much higher scores than
their task type would predict from the specific measure of complex noun
phrases. On average, instructions elicited high scores on this measure (see
Figure 4(B)).
As can be seen, the instructive task on the left is a map task, asking
for a text message instruction on how to get from A to B. It is unlikely
that such an instruction would elicit complex noun phrases, unless the
geographical targets on the map consisted of complex noun phrases (e.g.
the yellow-fenced brick house). The task on the right instructs a friend via
text message to buy food at a supermarket. The items to buy are (uncountable) nouns with a prenominal modifier giving the size or amount. This
results in many complex noun phrases – as is evident from the example. In
these cases, the specific task prompt elicited atypical language use. Further
illustrative examples for dependent clauses and verb tense are provided in
Appendix 1.
Example 1: Scripts of atypical instructive tasks for complex noun phrases (at A1 level).
Low complex noun phrase per T-unit:
Level 3 Unit 4; Writing ID = 162417;
Nationality = Brazilian
Hi Jane! Go straight ahead at Liverpool
Road and turn left at Green Ave. My house is
opposite the park, between the supermarket
and the restaurant. Bye.

High complex noun phrase per T-unit:
Level 3 Unit 7; Writing ID = 344187;
Nationality = Mexican
Hello, can you buy me some ingredients to
prepare a special dinner for my husband
please. I need a piece of beef, one bottle
of red wine, some potatoes, two cans of
tomatoes, a packet of noodles and one piece
of bread. Thanks.

Discussion
This paper aimed to complement earlier empirical work within ISLA and
LCR by investigating the effects of instructional design, operationalised
in this article as task type (e.g. description, argumentation), on (morpho)
syntactic complexity in a large corpus of L2 writings, that is, EFCAMDAT.
Starting with an extensive number of measures (> 500) derived from the
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corpus by means of NLP (Chen and Meurers 2016), we were able to identify (also unexpected) indices that typically align with a specific task type.
Given that EFCAMDAT covers all CEFR levels, these effects could be situated within L2 development from A1 to C2. We discuss our findings in the
following paragraphs.
Characteristics of task type

Drawing on the overview supplied in Table 3, descriptive tasks are characterised by a high number of simple present verb forms. This contrasts with
the findings of Alexopoulou et al. (2017), who identified high use of past
tense forms; this may have been due to the atypicality of the two specific
tasks at levels 6 and 7 they looked at, whereas the present study covers a
range of tasks from levels A1 to C2. Further, in light of the work carried out
by Connor-Linton and Polio (2014), which examined a corpus of descriptive tasks, our findings also provide some new insights. In EFCAMDAT,
the trajectories from A1 to C2 revealed growth in terms of sentence length
and complexity; that is, learners seemed to develop over time when looking
at syntactic measures (e.g. subordination) from the sixty-nine descriptive tasks. Interestingly, Bulté and Housen (2014) were not able to detect
development using this same measure. It is possible that the different time
frames (Bulté and Housen looked at changes within a four-month period)
explain the discrepancies, indicating that not only task-related factors but
also other contextual variables such as time covered by a developmental
corpus, may explain differing results. Importantly, descriptions scored low
– often significantly lower than other task types – on most measures. While
growth over time indicates learning progress, the low scores of descriptive tasks may imply a predominance of tasks targeting less complex language, given that the vast majority of EFCAMDAT tasks are descriptive.
As Lee and Polio (2017) put it: ‘If students keep to writing assignments
that elicit simple language, they may not have an opportunity to develop
their language.’ (2017:311). Given that two-thirds of the descriptive tasks
in EFCAMDAT were at lower levels (1–8) of the online course, while at
higher levels other task types were used more often, other task types seem
to fulfil the role of eliciting more advanced structures.
For example, instructive tasks in EFCAMDAT are characterised by
long T-units and clauses, and high frequencies of verbs in their base form.
Instructions often take a list-like form (do A, then B, then C; cf. Example
1 above) separated by commas, which might explain the long syntactic units. Tasks classified as instructions in EFCAMDAT included those
where learners were asked to provide some advice (for example, how to
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avoid stress), and several online lessons leading up to those tasks highlight
formal language use. Prompts and writings typically consist of sentences
like ‘you can do X, you may try Y’, which might explain the verbal measure.
The qualitative explorations related to specific tasks (see the examples
above and in Appendix 1) show that even though task type effects seem to
be quite strong in EFCAMDAT, individual tasks can still trigger the use of
atypical forms, often due to a specific characteristic of the instructional
prompt. These qualitative data thus strengthen our call for research that
takes into account task effects and other design features when compiling,
analysing and interpreting results based on large learner corpora.
In line with Yang et al. (2015), our data showed that argumentative tasks
are not associated with complex noun phrases. Argumentation apparently
triggers the use of modal and base form verbs, and triggers a higher frequency of non-third person singular present tense verbs (i.e. verbs in the
first and second person). It seems that argumentative tasks in EFCAMDAT
are most successful in eliciting a variety of language forms. This concurs
with Crossley and McNamara’s (2014) conclusion that tasks that require
‘persuasive arguments, or integrating outside information into an essay
may be better suited to evaluate developing syntactic proficiency in L2
writers than descriptive writing’ (2014:78).
In the current analysis, in particular, narratives complement the other
tasks as they are typically set in the past and trigger high numbers of whphrases. This latter finding may stem from the need to make reference to
people and places, which would confirm the findings of Alexopoulou and
co-workers (2017). Apart from the wh-phrases, the narratives showed a
large fluctuation in syntactic indices. This might explain why we, unlike Lu
(2011), could not demonstrate many significant differences between argumentative and narrative tasks based on syntactic units. Another reason
could be that given the nature of EFCAMDAT we were unable to extract
syntactic indices based on co-ordination using NLP, which Lu (2011) and
Norris and Ortega (2009) identified as important indices.
Finally, comparisons score high on quite a few measures, but fail to
significantly distinguish themselves from other task types with the exception of present tense verb forms (non-third person singular) which seem
to identify these tasks. One reason might be that written responses to this
task type often included descriptive and argumentative language. Similarly,
argumentative tasks regularly included comparative aspects. Given that
we identified only five comparison tasks in EFCAMDAT, future explorations could consider incorporating these tasks under the category of
argumentation.
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Trajectories over time and proficiency: development and fluctuation

When looking at the developmental trajectories from A1 to C2, most measures show that task effects are stronger at initial stages, while from level
B1/B2 (level 7/8) onwards lines representing task types seem to converge.
This pattern is most clearly visible for global measures (Figure 1(A)), but is
also apparent on some specific measures (see ‘complex noun phrases per
clause’, Figure 2(A)). The convergence suggests that at lower proficiency
levels, the task-related factors tend to have a strong influence on what language learners will use, while towards higher levels of proficiency learners
are less restricted, presumably thanks to their growing linguistic resources.
In other words, learners at higher proficiency levels apparently have a
wider and less task-specific knowledge, and they therefore seem to be able
to demonstrate more variable language for a given task. Indeed, Yang et al.
(2015) also conclude that ‘one essence of linguistic development and L2
writing development is seen in learners’ ability to stretch their linguistic
repertoire and achieve linguistic complexity in ways not constrained by
the task or the topic, shown in the greater linguistic resources and means
to attain greater diversity and sophistication in language use’ (2015:64).
It is likely that at initial stages writers demonstrate the use of a specific
feature because it is the target of the lesson or because they could lift a
rather formulaic expression from the prompt (e.g. dependent clauses in
the descriptive task at level 4, unit 7; cf. Appendix 1, Example 2). From
a pedagogic perspective, providing example structures often holds the
function of scaffolding, giving learners the possibility to practise and use
a form they would not come up with based on their own knowledge and
understanding. The language given in the instructional prompt can serve
as an example and therefore can determine to a certain extent the output
produced by L2 writers, in particular at lower levels of proficiency. For
research and teaching practice, this implies that at beginner levels of language learning one needs to be very cautious about task and prompt effects
– as was acknowledged by Vyatkina (2012), based on her corpus work of
early stages of L2-German.
Some unexpected measures emerged as indicators for task type differences throughout the whole corpus, independent of proficiency. For
example, Figure 4 shows that ‘type frequency of modals’ was consistently
high for argumentative tasks and the developmental line never crossed the
lines for narratives and descriptives, suggesting it might be an ideal index
to distinguish these task types.
Finally, some measures were very difficult to interpret, given that they
are characterised by large fluctuations, be this within a single task type or
across task types (e.g. most sentence length measures).
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Conclusions
In this paper, we present findings based on more than 650,000 writings by
over 100,000 learners exploring the effects of instructional design operationalised as task type effects on L2 writing. Our results lend support to
earlier experimental and corpus-based studies in confirming measures
that are typically associated with a certain task type (e.g. past tense forms
for narrative tasks). In addition, through data-driven examination of 571
measures we were able to identify unique task effects. For example, argumentative tasks naturally elicited non-third-person singular present tense
verb forms. In terms of Loschky and Bley-Vroman’s (1993) work, our analyses extracted those linguistic means that seem to be naturally – or even
essentially – emerging in response to a specific task type. Further research
is needed to substantiate these findings. The results can serve as a first
indication as to what task type might be used in the classroom to elicit a
specific structure.
Given the rich data set EFCAMDAT and other large-scale learner
corpora provide, there are many different avenues for future work. The
current study restricted itself by looking into task type effects on (morpho)
syntactic measures only. However, many other task design features (e.g.
task complexity, formality, input provided by task prompt) and other
measures that emerged for a given task type (e.g. a large diversity of easy
adverbs for argumentative tasks) remain to be investigated in greater
detail. Similarly, in this paper we statistically controlled for proficiency and
between-nationality differences, while future work might specifically target
these and other variables which potentially distinguish learner groups. In
particular, exploring interrelationships between different task design features and learner variables could be enlightening. Tracing individual learners’ writing development from A1 to C2 would be a fascinating endeavour,
especially given that the cross-sectional developmental patterns of the
kind we looked at in this study can conceal individual learning trajectories
(Geertzen, Alexopoulou and Korhonen 2014; Murakami and Alexopoulou
2016).
From a pedagogic perspective, our findings call for language courses
that provide learners with writing assignments targeting a wide variety
of task types. We demonstrated that each task type has the potential to
trigger the use of specific target structures – but at the same time carries
the risk of not eliciting other structures. Using mainly descriptive tasks
might limit the development of subordination; relying on argumentative
essays could hinder the practice of the past tense. Importantly, learning
progress requires a good variety of task types at all stages of development.
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In the end, it is the diversity of instructional design which ensures that L2
writing may fulfil its full potential as a site for L2 practice and development
(Manchón 2011). Not least, task type diversity presumably makes learning
more motivating too.
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http://cohmetrix.com
http://personal.psu.edu/xxl13/downloads/l2sca.html
software/l2sca
https://linguisticanalysistools.org/taassc.html
http://ctapweb.com
https://languagelink.let.uu.nl/tscan
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This description applies to an earlier version of curriculum and teaching materials
which was withdrawn in 2013 and is no longer in use.
For our study we have used a pre-release version of EFCAMDAT, which needed
some additional cleaning and checks to ensure matching between topic IDs and
writings. On request, we can share the list of writing IDs we used.
http://openscience.uni-leipzig.de/index.php/mr2/article/view/41
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Appendix 1: Illustrations of qualitative differences
A. Dependent clauses

At level 4, tasks 5 and 7 represent extreme points of dependent clause
use. Both are descriptive tasks, so a low level of subordination would be
expected. Task 4.5 requires learners to describe a photo of their family.
Consequently, learners produce short descriptive sentences with the
copula ‘be’ and possessive ‘have’ as the most common verbs, which do not
take dependent clauses. Furthermore, there is no complex event structure
to require adverbial clauses (temporal, causation, etc.) or complex descriptions of referents that would lead to more relative clauses.
In contrast, task 4.7 asks writers to complain to their flatmate about a list
of chores she failed to do. As a whole, the texts are descriptive. However,
the task prompt instructs writers to start their complaint with the phrases
‘I’m very angry because I did most of the chores this week. Let me tell you
what I did.’ Most writers indeed used these exact nineteen words as a beginning. The rest of the 50–70-word text (word limit provided in instructional
prompt) is covered by one or two sentences with a list of chores separated
by commas. Given that out of three or four sentences, the two initial ones
contain a subordinate clause each, a high score for subordination emerges.
Example 2: Scripts of atypical descriptive tasks for number of dependent clauses (at
A2 level).
Low number of dependent clauses:
Level 4 Unit 5; Writing ID = 319869;
Nationality = German
This is my family. My husband is called Peter.
He has short grey hair and blue eyes. He is
wearing a blue shirt and black pants. Our
son is called Ole Jens. He is very tall and thin.
Writing ID = 712568;
Nationality = Chinese
My mother has long straight black hair and
big eyes. In her part time, she often dances
in a beautiful dress. I have long curly brown
hair. I look like my mother …

High number of dependent clauses:
Level 4 Unit 7; Writing ID = 580314;
Nationality = Mexican
I’m very angry because I did most of the
chores this week. Let me tell you what I did.
On Monday I washed the dishes and did the
ironing, on Tuesday I washed the dishes and
made the beds, on Wednesday I washed
the dishes again, the next day I washed the
dishes, made dinner, made the beds and
paid the bills. On Friday I made the beds,
on Saturday I swept and mopped the floor,
washed the dishes, made the bed and did
the shopping …

B. Verb tense

At the much higher level 15, tasks 3 and 7 are both descriptive tasks, which
are characterised in EFCAMDAT by average scores on past tense and
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non-third person present tense verb forms. Interestingly, task 15.3 scores
high on past tense verbs while 15.7 scores very low. The opposite pattern
holds for present tense verbs (non-third person). Taking a closer look at
the task instruction/prompt and writing samples explains these extreme
behaviours: task 15.3 is asking learners to put themselves in the shoes of a
counsellor, listen to a client and then describe her situation before and after
treatment. The use of the past is important in order to accurately reflect
the sequence of events, while the formal register of the task excludes use
of the ‘historic/narrative present’ and necessitates the systematic past.
Perhaps unlike other tasks set in the past, all events here are in sequence,
rather than overlapping or simultaneous, so imperfective forms would be
less appropriate. Similarly, the reason why task 15.7 is different is due to
the task prompt asking learners to write about the ways in which life will
be different in twenty years’ time, which, unsurprisingly, results in high
numbers of future verb forms.
Example 3: Scripts of atypical descriptive tasks for number of past tense verbs (at C1
level).
High use of past tense verbs:
Level 15 Unit 3; Writing ID = 505242;
Nationality = Korean
The client worked, and she had a toddler
child. She was often busy, and she got
annoyed at her child easily when she
interrupted her because of the lot of work
she had. She ended up staying up late,
which made her snappy at her daughter,
and she felt guilty …

Low use of past tense verbs:
Level 15 Unit 7; Writing ID = 410666;
Nationality = Italian
I think that the people’s lives will improve
in 20 years from now. I trust that strong and
significant improvements will concern the
transport system and the environment. We
will have better public transportation and
we will use new and greener forms of power
…

Example 4: Scripts of atypical descriptive tasks for non-third person present tense
verbs (at C1 level).
Low use of non-3rd person present:
Level 13 Unit 6; Writing ID = 81636;
Nationality = Brazilian
European Collection brochures: 1. The
Impressionist Wing: Impressionism began
in Paris as a reaction to traditional and
rigid style of painting. Painters preferred to
painting outside where they could see the
impact and effect of the natural light on
objects. The painting The Road Bridge at
Argenteuil by Claude Monet was painted …

High use of non-3rd person present:
Level 13 Unit 9; Writing ID = 184175;
Nationality = Russian
My needs and goals according to Maslow’s
hierarchy. Physiological needs: I have
enough fresh air to breathe, I do not go
hungry or thirsty but I would prefer to
diversify my food. I really suffer from cold in
winter and heat in summer, so I would prefer
another place to live in …
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Tasks 6 and 9 stand out at level 13. Even though they are descriptive tasks,
their use of non-third person present tense verb forms is low and high,
respectively.
Taking a closer look reveals that task 13.6 asks writers to formulate a
brochure text for a museum. Although the task is in the present, there is
natural reference to the past when information is given about the history of
artefacts and exhibits, as shown in the sample script. Task 13.9 asks learners to evaluate their needs and goals, which are typically expressed with
habitual present tense verb forms in the first person.

